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Jack and Annie are ready for their next fantasy adventure in the bestselling middle-grade

seriesâ€”the Magic Tree House!  "Beware of Vikings!"warns Morgan. Then Jack and Annie are

whisked back to ancient Ireland. They land on a cliff on a misty island. How will they find the story

they are looking for? It will take a Viking invasion, the help of a jolly monk, and a lot of courage for

Jack and Annie to succeed in Viking Ships at Sunrise.  Visit the Magic Tree House website!

MagicTreeHouse.comFrom the Trade Paperback edition.
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This was our first Magic Treehouse book and I am pleased. I had just returned from Scandinavia

when I bought this for my 6 yo and 4 yo daughters, hoping that they could learn something of what I

had garnered from my trip. Happily, I think they did.I like the format of the series. As a child I would

have *loved* to have travelled via a treehouse to distant times and places. What child wouldn't want

to meet characters from somewhere else? I like the idea of fetching books- I love books so the task

would be appealing to me.From my reading of Viking raids, it is very likely that raids took place as

described here, against the Irish monks. Vikings were in search of stored foods, wealth and



whatever else they could grab on a quick morning attack. There would have been many ships and a

fast assault as portrayed here. Many aspects of the raids were left out, and that is just fine for the

young school-age reader.These are chapter books that can be easily read by an advanced first

grader over several days, or read as bedtime stories by parents over one or two evenings. There

are some illustrations to augment the storyline, but the main focus of the book is the text.

This title is kind of misrepresenting of this venture the kids go on in this story. The story was more

about the history of Ireland and monks. And how monks needed to hand write the stories of

Ireland's history or they would 'die' with their people. There were Vikings in the story and the author

did incorporate them into the Ireland's history but picking the story up you think the story is going to

be about the history and lessons on Vikings but it's not. The way she wrote about Ireland and

monks was very nice and gave lessons and information about them (which was good don't get me

wrong) but just be aware that the title is a bit misleading.This story wasn't as good as the others. My

teen age special needs son I read these to had a hard time staying with the story through till the

end. And although I, myself, enjoyed learning a little about Ireland and the monks the story didn't

come together like the other Magic Tree House books did. So not one of the better ones, in my

opinion...

I bought a few of these as a gift for my nephew, who LOVES the Magic Tree House books. This

aunt loves anything that gets the kids excited about reading! Great price, fast shipping, and

awesome stories to encourage kids to read!

It was about Annie and Jack going to a island trying to find civilization and they meet some monks

on the island. They go to their village and look at it and vikings come. I like the part when the sea

monster saves them. I did not like the beginning of the book becouse they where not at the island.

This magic tree house takes Jack and Annie to the old Europe that was constantly under attack by

Vikings and their barbarian culture. Jack and Annie obtain an unfinished Jewel book that will. Quite

them throughout their ..

This was, yet another, great story in the Magic Tree house series. We enjoyed reading about the

Monks and Vikings. We REALLY enjoyed getting to meet Sarph, the sea monster. This whole series

of books is our favorite, to date.... Now we're off to Greece with Jack and Annie on our next



adventure, as Master Librarians!

This time, Jack and Annie traveled to Ireland about 1000 years ago. They try to get a book lost by

Viking. They met a monk training at the monastery. An old monk wrote about legend of Ireland. He

gave Jack the book, when Vikings came to Ireland. Jack and Annie got a trouble, but he can be

helped by serpent. I can learn about history of Ireland and monk.

This is one of my very favorite Jack and Annie books. They travel to an isolated monastic settlement

off the coast of Ireland to recover a manuscript before it is destroyed by Vikings.Although it's never

named, the monastic settlement appears to be Skellig Michael. If you've never heard of it, Google it

now. The place is amazing, and Mary Pope Osborn brings it to life here with dramatic effect.

Absolutely gorgeous pen-and-ink illustrations, too.
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